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Multipress Business Software applies to every administrative aspect of your business. Quotations and (post-) calculation, invoicing, 

order management, time registration, purchasing, planning, JDF/JMF, e-business and many other business processes are just a few 

clicks away. You supply the creativity and we’ll do the rest!

These large format companies already count on MultiPress, how about you?

DIOSS PRINTING SOLUTIONS
Dioss is a merger between New Jev Screen (screen printing), Daelprinting (large 

format printing) and Ceuppens Printing (offset printing). As a result, Dioss has no 

limitations when it comes to size and is therefore the market leader in terms of 

large format, digital and screen printing. Since 2000, they have been working with 

MultiPress from Dataline Solutions, not surprisingly the market leader in terms 

of business software for the graphic industry. They have a specific module with 

administration and reporting possibilities for each business sector.

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/9ulz9d

ARTI MARTINIQUE
Market leaders in a certain segment always find each other. They have a common 

vision and the big picture is absolutely clear to them:  no waste of time and the busi-

ness processes need to run flawless. This makes proper sense to a company that 

offers offset, screen printing, large format and digital print, along with design services 

and more ... When Arti, the largest printing company of Martinique, was looking for 

a solution in administrative automation: CRM, time gain, tight structure, transparant 

planning, comprehensible stock management, calculation, thorough reporting - they 

quickly found their equivalent in MultiPress.

   Read more on MultiPress.biz/0zy26r

PPP NETHERLANDS
Digital poster prints, screen prints and banners for the decoration of shop windows, 

buses and trams, cars and buildings, nothing is too much for PPP Nederland. All 

the advertising on public transport within the Netherlands originates from their 

machines. Only the best is good enough for such a large company.

MultiPress brings home the bacon!

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/ui8ief

Read all about what other printing businesses use MultiPress for on MultiPress.biz/6fqs1z



“Thanks to 
MultiPress 

I save 
massively on 
my overhead 

costs. Funds I 
happily invest 

in the next 
company BBQ.”
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John P.
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Large format calculation
Better sales management with 
effective pre-calculation

And there’s more! Discover everything about MultiPress on MultiPress.biz/gzt9kv
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This  magazine is printed on Symbol Freelife,  a triple blade coated paper with a satin 
finish, environmentally-friendly paper with FSC certification, and with a delightful velvet 
finish ensures particularly bright printing results. 
A product of the Fedrigoni papermill, the ideal solution for offset quality printing 
(115gr/m²) but also for digital print (150 gr/m² and 200 gr/m²).
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Large Format
Calculation DIOSS PRINT SOLUTIONS

Spain is commonly known as one of the best holiday 

destinations. However, did you know excellent graphic 

work is delivered there as well? A great number of large 

companies regularly make use of the services offered 

by Prodigitalk in the field of transactional printing, direct 

marketing and manuals.  These customers include the City 

of Barcelona, Aegon, Redixis Gas, Gas Natural Fenosa and 

Seat. Despite the efforts made by the Spanish company 

on behalf of its customers, the back office suffered from 

a lack of efficient tools for comprehensive calculation, 

planning and follow-up. Easy calculations were made via 

an online tool while more complex calculations were done 

in Excel. Orders & time schedules were drawn up by hand. 

MS Navision Dynamics was used for the eventual invoicing 

process. This caused administrative chaos. The back office 

staff were regularly sweating, and not only because of the 

high temperatures. So MultiPress took the plane to Spain, 

where we were never active before. So the first and most 

important task was to translate everything. The entire front 

end had to be available in Spanish. Prodigitalk now boasts 

a brand-new CRM, comprehensive calculations, a clear 

planning and production overview and time registration. 

They are once again ready for the upcoming years of growth 

and prospecting. ‘En español …’

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/dbb8o7

The statistics are clear.  For 93% of all orders, a quotation is 

calculated beforehand. It goes without saying that the calculation of 

a quotation needs to be accurate, simple and fast.  And faster than 

MultiPress is not possible. The catalogues of the media suppliers 

are directly consulted upon calculation. Customer-specific prices 

are taken into account and any allowed variation (+ or -) from the 

base rates can be determined per customer. This way, all price 

agreements are automatically processed in your calculations 

and orders. The Large & Wide Format Calculation engine allows 

MultiPress to divide the specific m2 prices according to print-related 

parameters (set-up time, printing time, ink and media). Depending 

on the print quality, media & machines, MultiPress calculates exactly 

how much time is needed to produce the jobs.. This is the only way 

in which planning, registration and post-calculation can be done 

automatically. When a PDF file is received, MultiPress is able to 

perform the calculation fully automatically. In case of modifications 

in print runs, versions, extras, speeds, margins, etc., one push on 

the button is enough to calculate the print jobs and to prepare the 

quotation letter for printing, mailing or forwarding. The imposition/

layout is also represented graphically in a neatly arranged way, a 

must for a clear work file.

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/mr1ais

“MultiPress was exactly 
the software for large 

format and digital 
printing businesses we 

were looking for.”
José Luis Marín - General director

ADVANTAGES
• Working with standard calculations

• Automatic calculation based on a PDF file

• Separation of m2 prices according to print-related 

parameters (set-up time, printing time, ink and media)

• Exact calculation of production time

• Calculation of variations (print run, media, finishing ...)

• Printing and/or e-mailing the quotation with one click

• Fully automatic calculation based on  surface and 

surrounding using the large format finishing module

More information about the 11 pre-calculation possibilities? Go to MultiPress.biz/7eowfd

of all orders are preceded 
by a quotation

Large & Wide Format Digital Finishing and subcontractorsOffset Web printingCalculation techniques Plotting Combination More, ...



In the MultiPress Relationship module, all contact information is 

managed centrally. No more wasting time searching spreadsheets, 

emails and databases! Letters, faxes, emails and telephone calls are 

stored centrally and are accessible to everyone. Of course, MultiPress 

also includes sector-specific data such as: who placed the order? 

What is the customers ordering behaviour? Consider the relationship 

between quotation requests and orders or the number of failed 

orders and the costs involved… Suppliers have specific labels so that 

quotation requests are more precise. The interaction history can be 

checked in an activity log, which ensures a more efficient commercial 

follow-up. You no longer need post-its, because MultiPress 

spontaneously shows a digital post-it wherever and whenever you 

really need it. This centralised approach ensures more satisfied 

customers, higher efficiency and better results.

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/y15vof

Customer and supplier 
management

ADVANTAGES
• User-friendly and consistent tab structure guarantees a 

clear overview

• Central customer data management for all internal and 

external staff

• Synchronisation with any smartphone and tablet

• Managing supplier agreements and customer specific 

rates

• Easy import of new data

• Smart export in line with (e)mail campaigns 

• 75% time gain when using customer specific rates

Want to know more about the relationship management solutions? Go to MultiPress.biz/ouum3l

Ye Print in Waregem (Flanders) not only has a large format division (up to size 170x340 cm), but also specialises in high-quality digital 

and offset printing, especially for B2B customers such as Ikea, Lidl and Thomas Cook.  In 2013, we realised how much time we lost 

by using software such as Excel and Outlook for calculations and quotations. In MultiPress, we use the CRM module very frequently. 

The embedded CRM system makes it very easy to manage our customers, prospects, suppliers, ... and to send a mailing to all our 

customers on a regular basis. We use this function to announce our annual leave, the start of a new campaign or the production of 

new products. An important advantage is that each mailing is personal as it is linked to the CRM system. This way, each customer 

feels personally addressed. This personal approach enables us to generate more leads and more work…

   More information on MultiPress.biz/7is9uf

Thomas Dhondt  - Manager

“Personal customer 
assistance through the 
built-in CRM module of 

MultiPress is a
huge asset.”

YE PRINT

85% of all CEOs want a
centralised CRM system

Relationship management 5

Customer and supplier management Sales information Price agreements Calendar and correspondence Emailing Contacts
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Warehouse and
Stock management

Many companies still manage their stock manually in MS Excel 

spreadsheets. Each pallet is entered manually and each mutation 

implies an extra action in Excel. You easily have many hundreds 

of pallets, in which case the MultiPress warehouse and stock 

management module is indispensable.  With this module, all 

pallets receive a unique location with production time, operators, 

barcodes, etc.  Each shelf in the warehouse is visualised in 3D and you 

immediately have an overview of the location of different pallets of the 

same type. Thanks to MultiPress, everything runs more smoothly and 

you have automatic traceability as required by many official instances. 

The employees have an overview of the available raw materials 24/7 

and can generate a 100% accurate picking list with just one push of 

the button. An extra advantage is that raw materials can immediately 

be reserved when an order is placed, so stock shortages are a thing of 

the past. In short, nothing but advantages, with minimum effort.

  More information on MultiPress.biz/bw6owx

Founded in 1857, printing business Peeters-Oriëntaliste is a sister 

company of  scientific publisher Drukkerij Peeters from Leuven. 

The company produces a large number of high-quality scientific 

works every year, particularly in social sciences (theology, 

philosophy, philology, medicine and related fields). This is a niche 

market with high production demands. To rationalise production, 

they opted for MultiPress. The numbers of copies are decreasing 

because publishers or customers do not want to take risks. 

That is why stock levels have to be kept as low as possible. 

Together with the customer, Peeters-Oriëntaliste looks for the 

best balance between printing and storage costs. Depending on 

the agreement, assignments are printed, stored, and delivered 

according to demand. “You can consider this an additional 

service of the printing business.”

  More on MultiPress.biz/sg32f4

“Look for the best balance 
between printing and 

storage costs”
Luc Peeters, Managing Director

PEETERS - ORIËNTALISTE

ADVANTAGES
• Reserve raw materials when an order is placed

• Prepare reservation charts automatically

• Deduct quantities automatically

• Move pallets very easily

• Keep a clear overview of stock location

• Organise locations by means of a barcode system

• Allow customers to place advance orders

• Enable automatic conversion in picking lists

More on order management? Go to MultiPress.biz/vzgqdp

Your warehouse  in
the right information 24/7

Order management

Warehouse and Stock management Purchase management Reservations Advance orders, labels, accompanying slip and delivery note
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Warehouse and
Stock management

Dispatch
planning

“A delivery in London? But we have just returned from London!”  For 

many companies the daily deliveries and pickups of goods constitute 

a big challenge. Not to mention the orders that have to be delivered at 

several addresses.

This quickly evolving MultiPress module provides a clear overview of 

all dispatch lines. Not just drop shipments to clients, but deliveries to 

suppliers and the connected pickups as well. As the shipping date 

sometimes differs from the delivery date, MultiPress can link this 

to the delivery address. The dispather can subsequently enter the 

delivery lines in a list, arrange them per shipping method and export 

them so that the courier software can use them for further dispatch. 

When the delivery has been received, the delivery line disappears 

from the dispatch planning so that you can turn over a new leaf at the 

end of the day. Indispensable, easy, cost-cutting, efficient... tick where 

appropriate.

  Read more on  MultiPress.biz/m0b9u8

Printing businesses do not always have to use ‘normal’ paper 

and its variants. For 30 years, Crea Printing has speciali-

sed in UV offset printing on plastics. They produce point of 

sales (POS) and promotion materials, packaging, decorati-

on and custom-made solutions for customers in Belgium 

and abroad on a daily basis. Since its foundation in 1968, 

the company has shown a healthy growth rate and now 

boasts its own product developers, designers, packaging 

experts, high-performing and high-tech machinery and a 

unique prototype service. This clearly involves a great deal 

of administration, but what is most important is overview. A 

wide overview of an entire project at any moment! In addition, 

the MultiPress Expedition module has provided Crea Printing 

with the ease of use they were looking for in an MIS system. 

This module is obviously linked to all other administrative 

processes, from relationship management, calculations and 

quotations, order management, worksheets, planning, time 

and material registration to invoicing, reporting and many 

other processes. As a matter of fact, the expedition module is 

the result of all printing business processes.

 Read more on MultiPress.biz/wi4inh

“MultiPress ensures an 
overview at any moment 

of the project.”
Benedict Cosaert - Managing Director

Crea Printing

ADVANTAGES
• The delivery lines are automatically ticked after delivery

• Order managers immediately have all the necessary 

information

• Extra time is gained and costs are optimised

Interested in more planning solutions? Go to MultiPress.biz/1z0x9i

fewer transport costs thanks to 
transparent planning

7Planning
Dispatch planning Planning board (drag&drop) Printing sheet planning Daily planning for in-house staff and subcontractors Production status



Web registration

The functions of the operator or printer have become increasingly 

extensive over the past years. That is why a brand new web-based 

registration module was developed in MultiPress. The module 

generates a planning-based job list and forwards it fully automatically 

to the operator. This makes it much easier to switch machinery. A 

simple start/stop function was furthermore provided so that the post-

calculation of MultiPress is automatically fed. If desired, the operator 

can create and print a delivery note, delivery labels or even an invoice 

themselves. The reserved paper is also deducted from stock so that 

the stock is always up-to-date. Simplifying administration down to the 

smallest details!

 More info on MultiPress.biz/i2a1e5

Captains Of Printing is the result of a merger of 3 printing 

companies and several takeovers. The company has branch 

offices in Ruddervoorde, Torhout, Bissegem, Oudenaarde 

and Aalter. Captains Of Printing offers its customers a large 

range of print jobs zfor administrative and commercial 

purposes as well as for families and associations. Thanks to 

their up-to-date machinery, they keep innovating in modern 

and special printing techniques. They rightly call themselves 

a high-quality printing business. Of course, the company 

sets the same high demands for its business software. Since 

2002, they have been relying on MultiPress to help manage 

their innovation and their many projects. After the merger, it 

was a major challenge to centralise production registrations 

in the several production units with an eye to a full post-cal-

culation. How else can you gain insight into the utilisation 

rate and/or production efficiency?

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/d4yd04

“Captains Of Printing works 
in a decentralised manner. 

MultiPress takes care of the 
centralised registrations 

through the web.”
Stefaan Moeyaert - CEO

ADVANTAGES
• Administration becomes easier

• The web-based job list is sent to the operator directly from 

planning

• Post-calculation is fed by a simple start/stop function

• Reserved raw materials are deducted according to actual 

use.

• Jobs are handled much more efficiently

• Stock is managed in real time without additional actions

• Delivery notes and labels are created by the operator

• Jobs are handled in production

• Payments are collected faster 

Captains of Printing

Do you want to know more about registration and post-calculation? Go to MultiPress.biz/yna92e

Registration and post-calculation
Web registration Verification of registrations Machine and material registration Employee production status
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Electronic invoicing

Electronic invoicing is an excellent example of process optimisation: 

the extremely old paper process of creating, sending, processing, 

paying and archiving invoices is replaced by automated exchange 

of electronic messages through the Internet. Electronic invoices can 

save the sender and receiver a great deal of money. The technology 

and the legal framework are available and MultiPress is totally ready 

for it. The MultiPress Electronic Invoicing module organises the digital 

traffic of sales and purchase invoices. A sales invoice is prepared 

in an XML or ASCII file with MultiPress format and uploaded in the 

customer’s system through the import routine. Possible conversions 

are discussed during the creation so that everything goes smoothly. 

MultiPress can also digitally retrieve all purchase invoices from your 

supplier, which means that manual data input is no longer necessary.

“The connections 
within MultiPress are an 
important added value

for us!”
Interlabel’s history in Aarschot goes back to 1907, but only 

after the first offset press came into operation in 1946, did the 

company apply itself exclusively to the production of paper 

labels for a wide range of purposes. Quality and service are 

their guidelines. They are supported by MultiPress, a strong 

and reliable business software package which they use daily to 

combine several labels on the printing sheets.

Many customers want to receive their invoices electronically. 

The Electronic Invoicing module makes a real difference. The 

additional advantages regarding purchase invoices came in 

handy. More time and fewer errors.

 More information on MultiPress.biz/oamnml

Johan Meeuwens - Sales Manager

ADVANTAGES
• Savings between £3 and £30 per invoice

• Fewer errors

• More efficient management

• 100% reliable invoicing

INTERLABEL

Do you want to know more about registration and post-calculation? Go to MultiPress.biz/yna92e More about invoicing possibilities? Go to MultiPress.biz/7fukyv

Save up to £30
per invoice

9Invoicing

Electronic invoicing Bidirectional link to your accounting package Purchase invoices  Sales invoices Reminders and following up payments

With the e-invoicing module, all your invoices are managed 

completely digitally. The invoice is prepared and uploaded tot 

the customer’s platform with a XML-import. E-invoicing increases 

administrative efficiency. More and more companies work with 

digital invoices and even the Government specifies e-invoices in the 

outgoing tenders. MultiPress is ready for the invoice revolution!

 Read more on MultiPress.biz/3z8w3q
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MultiPress helps you carry out all your commercial, administrative and organisational tasks in 
no time.  Have a look at the experiences of your colleagues:   MultiPress.biz/iw8y11
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Dashboarding &
OverNight Procedures

PND is a established name in the French world of sales 

promotion, belonging to the IOC Group with a total of 270 

employees. The solution they chose to automate and 

optimise the back office was a very impractical one. Thanks 

to GSI Printing, they eventually found MultiPress. After many 

questions, examinations and conversations, they took the 

step and so the MultiPress flag was planted in the capital of 

France.

The homemade ERP system was not at all suitable for a 

graphic business of its size and for the inherent production 

processes. Therefore, the employees lacked reliable figures, 

and indicators, especially for production. The Multipress 

automatic report generator with its reliable numbers enables 

us to work proactively and prevent escalation.

 Read more on MultiPress.biz/av6k20

Jean-Pierre Leborgne - Managing Director

Dashboarding
The MultiPress Dashboard module serves like a compass pointing 

out the extremes in our administrative and production process. 

Each employee wants to be able to switch in a targeted manner 

and preferably based on real-time information. The web-based 

dashboards, visualised in an extremely graphic interface, support the 

user with information that adds value to the function profile. A number 

of these dashboards are of course standard, but we can also develop 

tailor-made dashboards at the customer’s request.

ONP (OverNight Procedures)
The report generator has been the icing on the MIS cake for many 

years now. Whether dealing with commercial or production statistics, 

the reports can be created by the user and subsequently exported to 

several sources.

The ONP module offers the possibility to draw up underlying overnight 

reports and subsequently send them to the different mailboxes 

according to a definable plan. Receiving reports proactively has 

the advantage that no prior manual action is required and the user 

receives their performance reports spontaneously. 

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/3ln6o1

ADVANTAGES
• Proactive dashboarding

• Access to all essential information

• Via smartphone and mailbox

• Create once, use many

PND FRANCE

More information on the reporting possibilities? Go to MultiPress.biz/i0412m

5 
to be 100% up-to-date

minutes

“Work proactively 
with real-time result 

reports.”

12 Reporting and management

Dashboarding & ONP Turnover and results Commission Organisational compass Sales forecasts Report generatorPaper certification Stocks



Web2Print

More about the E-business solutions? Go to MultiPress.biz/bs4khr

Faber Digital Solutions is located in the Grand Duchy of 

Luxembourg to the north of Luxembourg City. It is a digital 

printing business which specialises in Printing on Demand 

and transactional prints. Several major banks from the 

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg are customers of Faber. 

MultiPress Business Software being user-friendly and 

perfectly compatible because of its modular structure, Yves 

Jeanbaptiste, Managing Director at Imprimerie Fr. Faber, 

decided to use it in the digital sector as well. Faber Digital 

Solutions also provides Web2Print solutions, ensuring 

through cross-media solutions that all prints which are 

supplied directly by the customer can be offered in different 

ways. The main goal is to ensure that everything is processed 

in the same administrative manner in one system.

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/8owlwt

Yves Jeanbaptiste - Managing Director

“Give your customers 
the web platform that 
suits them perfectly.” 

ADVANTAGES

Standard designs (businesscards, forms, letter paper, etc.) often 

only require minor adjustments. Thanks to the MultiPress Web2Print 

module, your customers can do this themselves! The Web2Print 

module can easily be integrated into your website. Existing PDF files 

can be personalised by providing them with variable entry fields. 

When your customer selects the layout, they can subsequently enter 

data in the variable fields. A preview is generated before the order is 

sent so that they can check whether everything is as desired. The 

order is then sent to the Web2Print module through the shopping cart. 

An order is created automatically in MultiPress, and the print-ready 

PDF files end up in the folder structure.

  More info on MultiPress.biz/rej6um

• Web2Print template tailored to the customer 

• Web2Print ensures easy ordering for the customer

• Validation of the Web2Print order by the order manager

• Only a few seconds per businesscards or personalised print

• No graphic knowledge required, user-friendly 

• Multiple brands or corporate identities possible 

• Clear stock and order history always available online

• Easy application of variable QR or vcard codes

• Easy integration into your website 

• Automatic administration and production processing up to 

invoicing

FABER DIGITAL SOLUTIONSYour Web2Print ready to use in

14 days 

13E-Business
Web2Print Webdesign Webshop Multiple File Upload 



IMPOSE OF 

WORKFLOW
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Bidirectionele link met uw boekhoudpakket - Aankoopfacturen - Verkoopfacturen - Elektronisch factureren - Aanmaningen en betal-
ingsopvolging 

Check & Repair

The MultiPress Check & Repair module automatically checks and 

repairs the supplied PDF files. MultiPress sends a report with the errors 

and warnings present in the PDF file. If the errors are not repairable, the 

report is immediately mailed to the customer. The errors are clearly 

described with indication of their location in the document. As a result, 

neither your planning nor the order of your customer is jeopardised. 

If the document did not contain any errors or if the errors can be 

repaired automatically, the document is sent directly to the workflow. 

All supplied PDF files are displayed in the MultiPress Check & Repair 

module. MultiPress shows the size and colours of the supplied PDF 

files. Corrected PDF files can be added or inserted afterwards.

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOU?
• Check of PDFs from your folder structure 

• Error reporting to your customers

• Repair of the documents according to existing profiles 

(Callas PDF toolbox) 

• Preparation of corrected PDF for pre-press workflow 

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/2znfy4

At De Bie Printing, not only the printing presses are buzzing. 

Founded in 1922, the company is now run by the 4th gene-

ration and is a rapidly growing company. De Bie Printing is 

expanding both geographically and technically. The strong 

reputation of the print experts has not gone unnoticed in 

the neighbouring countries. They boast very comprehensive 

services including the printing of mailings and special print 

processes like LE-UV printing and inline high-gloss varnish.  

The family-owned business did not leave anything to chance 

when opting for MultiPress Business Software to take care of 

the administrative processes. Over the years, the possibilities 

with MultiPress have increased. De Bie Printing once started 

with a single-user version, but now has a version accommo-

dating 35 users. All MultiPress modules are used for at least 

80%.  This is also true for the Check & Repair module. When 

a PDF file enters in the folder structure of MultiPress, it is im-

mediately checked based on a chosen profile, repaired when 

necessary and sent directly to the workflow.

  More on MultiPress.biz/p01kld

ADVANTAGES
• More time, fewer errors

• All MultiPress users receive a PDF Toolbox license 

• You can get started quickly thanks to the user-friendly 

wizard with the most popular profiles (e.g. splitting pages 

and converting them to CMYK) 

• You can display the correction with a clear before and 

after of the PDF file

“The possibility to check 
incoming PDF files is 

an indispensable and 
efficient feature.”

Bart De Bie - Manager

DE BIE PRINTING

More about workflow possibilities? Go to MultiPress.biz/2k8x5f

85
less press downtime
thanks to Check & Repair

WORKFLOW
14 Workflow

Check & repair Impose Digi  Impose Workflow base JDF and JMF workflow
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ADVANTAGES
• Seamless integration of orders directly into MultiPress

• More sustainable cooperation with the customer 

• Automated processing without manual interference

• Higher margin

• Business case that can inspire other customers

• Fewer errors

MANUFAST

Order exchange 
with hospitals, 
schools, banks, 
etc.

11

Schools, banks, multinationals, hospitals, etc. are organisations that 

require a lot of printed media. They usually have an ERP system 

(SAP, Dynamics, Baan, Ms Axapta, etc.). Your customer’s purchase 

department generates print orders from their ERP software. The 

MultiPress WebB2B module ensures these orders are automatically 

read in into MultiPress and subsequently processed. This represents 

an unprecedented luxury for the customer and offers printing 

businesses a stronger guarantee that they will retain their customers. 

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/49mien

More connectivity solutions? Go to MultiPress.biz/c3twwc

“From the order 
platform to our 

MultiPress without 
manual intervention.”

Dominique Cluts-Seghers
Director Operations, IT & Projects

90
time saved through
automatic order exchange

Manufast is one of the largest sheltered workshops in 

Belgium for people with disabilities. The company creates 

employment in the Brussels-Capital Region for people 

with disabilities and boasts more than 250 employees. 

The company daily makes a difference as a supplier of 

both all-in and customised comprehensive solutions by 

combining technology with assignments that cannot be 

easily automated. Core business: mailing/handling with an 

in-house graphic department. In 2012, Manufast decided 

to replace their “range of isolated programmes” by one 

streamlined system: MultiPress.

MultiPress became the principal platform for all quotations, 

orders, registrations, invoices, financial follow-up and post-

calculations. It was a must for Manufast to have their three 

activities - print, mailing, handling - consolidated in one 

platform and that recurring orders from selected customers 

were managed fully automatically: mission accomplished!

  Read more on MultiPress.biz/8rwvbx

15Connectivity

Order exchange between printing companiesQuotation and order exchange with advertising agenciesOrder exchange with hospitals, schools, banks, ...



The future is mobile and MultiPress contains all necessary information 

and customer data. The combination therefore speaks for itself. The 

MultiPress app makes it easy to consult the customer database 

and visitor reports as well as retrieve essential information from 

the sales information system (SIS). The customer’s visit is followed 

by the visit report, which is forwarded directly using the MultiPress 

app. All calculations, jobs, turnover figures and complaints can be 

searched quickly for every customer on practically any mobile device. 

In addition, all jobs in production, accompanying status, possible 

subjobs and delivery dates can be consulted immediately and 

anywhere. Do you need important management information? No 

problem! The number of new price offers, orders and invoiced orders 

is immediately available, literally at your fingertips. The MultiPress 

Mobile App makes all of this and much more possible!

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOU?
• Clear overview of all information and history of the customer 

depending on the installed management modules

• Sales insights and visit reports

• Automatic reporting on backups, import of paper catalogues, etc. 

• Order production status follow-up 

• Overview of the orders received, the calculations performed, the 

daily and weekly turnover 

  More information on MultiPress.biz/7re5fa

MultiPress Mobile  App

• You can consult your customer data anytime and 

anywhere. Literally

• Direct input of visit reports enhances the quality of 

customer data

• Real-time status of jobs in production

• Direct link to your phone and email application 

• Communicate professionally, wherever you are

ADVANTAGES

Want to stay informed about what is going on in your company wherever you are? 
The MultiPress Mobile App for your iPhone, iPad or Android phone can help you.

More about the MultiPress connectivity solutions? Go to MultiPress.biz/c3twwc

80
 of your commercial employees
perform better with the Mobile App
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Jet Press 720S
The leading B2 inkjet press
With benchmark reliability and efficiency, our second generation B2 inkjet press has set new standards for digital 
print production, with a business model and ROI that make it an ideal fit to the growing market for high value, short 
run print. Delivering outstanding image quality on standard offset papers, the Jet Press 720S offers opportunities 
to print many new applications that were previously impossible to produce digitally.

  To find out more, visit www.powerofinkjet.com

Ready to transform your business today

Well-organised,
simple and clear!

MultiPress, the cockpit of every printing company

Try MultiPress for FREE!
 Go to MultiPress.biz/0dcrij and get the first 2 months of MultiPress completely FREE!



Jet Press 720S
The leading B2 inkjet press
With benchmark reliability and efficiency, our second generation B2 inkjet press has set new standards for digital 
print production, with a business model and ROI that make it an ideal fit to the growing market for high value, short 
run print. Delivering outstanding image quality on standard offset papers, the Jet Press 720S offers opportunities 
to print many new applications that were previously impossible to produce digitally.

  To find out more, visit www.powerofinkjet.com

Ready to transform your business today

WIN YOUR
PERSONAL 
APPLE WATCH

Taking part?

Participate on    MultiPress.biz/pbg96y

2246DGo to    MultiPress.biz/pbg96y and fill in your personal code: 

Advertisement - More information on MultiPress.biz/lwpx8c



Dirk Deroo
Managing Director
Dataline Solutions nv

Let’s calculate how 
much MultiPress 
will cost you.
And how much you 
will save!

MultiPress Business software is highly appreciated for its simplicity and low investment 
threshold. This 23th edition of our MultiPress magazine hopes to convince you. We look 
forward to your response.

Published by 

Dataline Solutions nv
Autobaan 21

8210 Loppem Belgium
T +32 (0)50 83 20 06
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Fill in 5 questions on
RoiBuste.biz/vgbumg
And we’ll send you a
detailed and
personalised report!
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